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PREFACE

This report is the final product from a grant awarded by the National

Institute of Education in 1981 (NIE Grant No. G-81-0016). The purpose of

the grant was to examine research designs in studying knowledge utiliza-

tion, and the project was conducted over an 18-month period.

The report is based on an exhaustive review of prior studies of

knowledge utilization. Initially, 63 studies were identified as a result

of a search process covering existing literature and queries of active

investigators. Of these 63 studies, however, only half (or 32) were

eventually found to satisfy the definitional criteria for knowledge

utilization. The other half (or 31 studies) examined some other topic,

related to but not concerning knowledge utilization directly. The primary

results of this project are therefore based on the 32 studies of knowledge

utilization, and the report describes the various types of research

designs and their strengths and weaknesses.

This approach to our study differs from that originally proposed.

Initially, we had intended to do an intensive analysis of 16 studies.

Due to budget cutbacks,'however, this figure had to be reduced to about

12. Later, as our own preliminary work progressed, we realized that a

more superficial coverage, but of a larger number of studies, might pro-

vide a firmer foundation for future research and action. Thus, our own

project was affected by ihp types of faltors discussed more thoroughly

in Chapter VI.

The lessons about research designs, drawn from our study, appear

to be applicable to the problem of cogNucting qualitative research more
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broadly. Bence, we have chosen a more general title for this report.

What the report presents, for the first time to our knowledge, is a

description and comparison among the different types of tesearch designs

that are possible for doing qualitative research. Although the

generalization of our findings from knowledge utilization to qualitative

research more generally requires formal corroboratory evidence (as

suggested in Chapter VII), the major design issues appear to have a

surface applicability to numerous qualitative research topics, and not

just those limited to knowledge utilization.

The data collected for our study involved a review of pertinent

documentse.g., research proposals and final reports--as well as

intensive discussions with several investigators who shared their

insights with us. These investigators were: Judith Larsen (American

Institutes for Research, Palo Alto); Peggie Campeau (American Institutes

for Research, Palo Alto); Everett Rogers (Stanford University); Allen

Parker (Center for Technology and Society, Boston.); William Firestone

(Research for Better Schools, Philadelphia); and David Crandall (The

Network, Andover, Mass.). Each of these investigators described in

detail the research design issues that arose in their own knowledge

utilization studies. In addition* our project benefited from the advice

and encouragement of an informally empanelled group of advisers, including

Santa Raizen (National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.); Karl Weick

(Cornell University); Irwin Feller (Pennsylvania State University);

Judith Larsen (American Institutes for Research, Palo Alto); Robert

Nerriott (Cambridge, Mass,); and Lee Sechrest (University of Michigan).

A draft of the present report was reviewed by the above - mentioned

advisers as well as by Judith Agard (it Associates, Inc.), and our NIE



project officer, Rolf Lehming. Dr. Lehming was also helpful throughout

earlier stages of the project, and deserves special mention as a

particularly. enlightened and supportive technical sponsor. Natural*,

neither he nor any of the others., mentioned are responsible for the

findings and conclusions of our report.

TM-findings from this study have also been presented in other

forms. Presentations have been made at the 1981 and 1982 meetings of

the Dissemination Research Group, as part of the annual meetings of the

American Educational Research Association (AERA). Another oral presen-

tation is tentatively planned for the 1983 AERA meetings, and an

,abbreviated version of this report will be prepared for journal publi-

cation. We have found these opportunities to interact with other

investigators, AbakiLthe course of a project, to be most suggestive'in

our own work, we highly recommend this type of activity as an adjunct to

all research projects.

Questions about this report and related work may be addressed to

either author. Robert K. Yin is presently located at The Case Study

Institute, Inc., 1730 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (202-296-6595);

and Margaret K. Gwaltney is located at Abt Asiociates, Inc., in its new

offices at 1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, Washington, D.C. 20007

(202-466-4343).
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I. THE FUNCTION OF RESEARCH DESIGNS

Every type of empirical research has an implicit, if not explicit,

research design. In the most elementary sense, the design is the

logical sequence connecting the evidencei.e., the empirical data- -

with the conclusions. More specifically, research tries to satisfy most

of the following design requirements (Kidder, 1981, pp. 7-8):

Construct validityi.e., the establishment of the appro-

priate operational measures for the concepts being

studied;

- Internal validity- -i.e., the establishment of a causal

relationship whereby certain conditions are shown to lead

to or cause other conditions to occur;

- External validity--i.e., the establishment of the domain

to which the study's findings can be generalized; and

Reliability--i.e., the demonstration that the findings are

replicable.

These requirements will prevail in most social science research,

even though different disciplines may use different labels for them.

However, under certain conditions, one or more of these requirements may

not be relevant. For instance, some empirical studies may be descriptive

in nature. In such cases the concern over internal validity appro-

priately might be ig.:ored. As another example, other studies may focus

on a narrow set of events or programs, as in a program evaluation, and

might therefore not be greatly concerne4 with the external validity
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requirement. Such exceptions notwithstanding, these four requirements

generally represent the full range of concerns through which research

designs dictate the data to be collected in any given study.

Research Designs in Different Types of Social Science Research

Traditionally, research designs have been documented most formally

in experimental and quasi-experimental research. Experiments in the

biological and psychological sciences have followed a well-specified

set of procedures for determining such conditions as the assignment of

subjects to different "groups," the presentation of different stimuli

or experimental conditions, and the recording of various responses (e.g.,

Fisher, 1937; Cochran and Cox, 1957; and Sidowski, 1966). A somewhat

independent strand of inquiry has documented experimental designs in

situations where only a small number of subjects is available- -i.e.,

"small -n" designs (e.g., Hersen and Barlow, 1976; and Kratochwill, 1978).

Such designs must depend upon conditions other than comparisons among

groups, because the number of subjects is too small to form such groups.

Among the prominent small-n techniques are time-series designs, the use

of repeated trials, and most important, replication p,TP.Aures.

In quasi-experimental research, the investigator has less control

in manipulating the experimental conditions. Under such circumstances,

yet other research designs are needed, mainly to deal with the internal

validity requirement. These quasi-experimental research designs also

have become well-known (e.g., Campbell and Stanley, 1963; and Cook and

Campbell, 1979), both within academic research and in the policy arena,

where program evaluations have been frequent types of studies.

9
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In other social relente research--e.g., in history, economics,

sociology, and political science--research designs have been less well

formalized, although the implicit existence of some design, as a

logical model, is unavoidable. A recent development, for instance, has

been the emergence of a separate set of research d_aigns intended for

use in survey research, in which the conditions for conducting research

are different from those in experimental or quasi - experimental science.

Thus, the fourth edition of the popular social science textbook on

methodological issues--Selltiz et al.'s Research Methods in Social

Relations--now contains a separate chapter on the most common designs

in survey research (Kidder, 1981).

Overall, research investigators have become more sensitive to the

need for specifying the research designs that underlie each individual

study. If the basic logical model of the study is flawed, the results

of the entire study cannot be accepted. Such a problem will remain even

if the study has otherwise been conducted in an exemplary manner. For

example, the use of the most precise data collection measures and pro-

cedures will nevertheless produce an unsatisfactory study if the research

design fails to establish a solid link between the evidence and a study's

conclusions.

In spite of this increased sensitivity, however, large gaps in

research design development and documentation still remain. Most text-

books only provide an enumeration of a few standard research designs,

mainly drawn from the experimental and quasi-experimental literatures,

even though some of these texts have been intended for use in social

science research in general (e.g., Miller, 1970; and Neale and Liebert,

1980) or in evaluation research (e.g.:Italia, Freeman, and Wright,
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1979). Ise textbooks even define the generic characteristics of

research designs, which would seem to be a minimal first step in pro-

moting better documentation for designs in all of the social sciences,

and not just experiments and quasi-erperiments. One of the few excep-

tions is the textbook by Nicholas and Nachmias (1981), which notes that

(pp. 77-78):

A research design is the program that guides the investi-
gator in the process .of collecting, analyzing, and
interpreting observations. It is a logical sodil of proof
that allows the researcher to draw inferences concern.U,
causal relations among the variables under investigation.
The research design also defines the domain of generalize -
bility, that is, whether the obtained interpretations can
be generalized to a larger population or to different
situations.

In general, these authors also note that the research design is the

"blueprint" of research that enables an investigator to identify solu-

tions to four problems: whom to study, what to observe, when to make

observations, and how to collect the data (see also Philliber, Schwab,

and Sloss, 1980, for a similar list). In the field of evaluation research,

another exception has been the work of Fitz-Gibbon and Morris (1978), who

describe the general properties of research designs in the following

manner (p. 9):

A design is a plan which dictates when and from whom measure-
ments will be gathered during the course of an evaluation.
Tice first and obvious reason for using a design is to ensure
a well-organized evaluation study: all the right people will
take part in the evaluation at the right times. A design,
however, accomplishes for the evaluator something more useful
than just keeping data collection on schedule. A design is
most basically a way of gathering comparative information so
that the results from the program being evaluated can be
placed within a context for judgment of their size and worth.

I.

11
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Rona of these general guidelines, however, have been sufficient

to promote the development of research designs for investigating topic.

outside of experimental and quasi-experimental satin's.

Research Designs for Qualitative Research

This gap is especially evident in relation to a whole bet of topics

that have come to fall under the label "qualitative research." For the

purposes of the present report, such research may be considered to

reflect the following conditions:

- An investigation involving a phenomenon- -e.g., decision -

making - -that has'no clear boundaries;

- An investigation in which a specific unit of analysis

is difficult to identify;

- An investigation where the unit of analysis, though

difficult to identify, is nevertheless likely to differ

substantially from the unit of data collection; and

- An investigation in which multiple data collection,

strategies are likely to be used in converging over the

establishment of a specific fact, event, or causal

explanation.

For each of these four conditions, a contrast between the traditional

experimental investigation and the qualitative research investigation

may be made.

First, the experimental situation generally involves the identifi-

cation of a specific set of target variables, with the role of contextual

variables held to a minimum. TypicallX, the classical experiment

12
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Investigates a single or small number of variables while holding all

Other variables constant, by establishing experimental and control

conditions. -In qualitative research, this procedure is not usually

desired, because the phenomenon being studied cannot be divorced clearly

from its context, and in fact the boundary between phenomenon and con-

.

text may not be easily identified (Yin, 1982b). Such it lack of explicit

boundaries is one of the conditions that precludes the use of traditional

experimental or quasi-experimental research designs.

Second, the unit of analysis may by difficult to defiue in quali-

tative research. In experimental research in psychology, in contrast,

specific types of human subjects and their measured responses are more

readily identified as the units of analysis. These types of units are

readily susceptible to the necessary sampling techniques that allow

the use of statistical inference. In qualitative research, the unit of

analysis is frequently one *which, though seemingly straightforward

et the outset, upon further investigation has a poorly articulated

definition. For example, program evaluations often assume a clear

definition of the intervention, or "program." Yet, on later discovery,

the program may defy any operational characterization (e.g., Chartres

and Pellagrin, 19 ; and Yin, 1978).

Third, the unit of analysis in experiments also happens to coincide

with the unit of data collection. Thus, individual subjects are used

to generate measured responses. The responses are then aggregated, in

different combinations according to the research design, to produce the

critical analytic comparisons. In qualitative research, however, neither

a "program" nor a "decision" are units that coincide with any singular

unit of data collection, whether the data cone from an individual or SA
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existing record. In other words, the eliciting of respoaaes from a

given number of individuals (the units of data collection) will not

result in any guaranteed coverage of a pre-specifiable number of pro-

grams or dz.cisions (the units of analysis).

Finally, qualitative research generally involves the use of

multiple data collection strategies. For instance, interviews, obser-

vations, and existing documents msy all be needed to converge on a

specific set of facts (Yin, 1981a and 1981b). Typically, such issues

as "how a decision was made" will involve evidence from all of these

types of sources. Each type requires a different data collection

strategy, and the merging of evidence from all sources also must occur

in a systematic manner. Yet, such merging is a complex process and

cannot b2 considered comparable to the tabulation of data that occurs

in experimental and quasi-experimental sit.ations.

All of these differences imply that the well-documented forms of

research design- -e.g., those in experimental and quasi-experimental

research - -may not be appropriate for doing qualitative research. The

traditional designs are not necessarily poorer or inept; they may simply

be irrelevant. However, the identification of those research designs

that might be more relevant hat not progressed very far. Most books on

"qualitative methods" tend only to focus on the methods of data collec-

tion, and not on the logic of research designs (e.g., Schataman and

Strauss, 1973; Fiedler, 1976; and Murphy, 1980). This problem also

exists with texts that emphasise qualitative methods in evaluation

research, in which research design issues are again only minimally

covered (e.g., Patton, 1980). On another,front, although there is a

well-developed debate concerning the rtlative advantages of qualitative



vi. quantitative methods (e.g., Oaten, Coleman, and Rossi, 1979; Cook

and Reichardt, 1979; and Smith and Louis, 1982), the debate his not

usually toucbsd upon research design issues.

In summery, when investigations involve some type of qualitative

research, our knowledge of research designs appears to be limited.

Unfortunately, this means that a large gap exists, because numerous

topics in both social science and public policy research require quali-

tative approaches, including: decisionmaking, program implementation,

program evaluation, the innovation process, individual and organisational

life-cYclast and amide array of issues in neighborhood change, economic

development, interorgeniestional relationships, and intergovernmental

affairs,

moose of the Present Study,

The purpose of the present study was to initiate a formal description

and analysis of qualitative research designs. This was;done by indi-

cating how such designs have been used in an illustrative. topic,

knowledge utilisation. The topic covers the process whereby (Lazarefeld

and Reitz, 1975; and Tin and Gwaltney, 2981e):

Knowledge produced by one person (or organisation) is put

into use by another person (or organization).

This topic provides an excellent setting for examining research design

issues in qualitative research, for a number of reasons.

First, the topic must be studied through qualitative research

methods --e.g., no simple set of experiments will provide sufficient

insight for explaining how the processworks. Second, interest in

knowledge utilisation has been rising, in part due to the continued

15
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effort has led to questions regarding the ultimate utility of R&D-based

knowledge, and therefore en increase in utilization has become a

priority policy objective. Third, the topic is not one in which formal

research designs have beer articulated. In fact, the experiences of

most research investigators have been in the opposite direction. Most

investigators have found themselves forced to develop their own research

designs without having an ability to refer to the potentially relevant

experiences of other investigators. The low degree of transfer is not

the result of a low level of communications among such investigators;

rather, the investigators have not developed a common vocabulary or set

of principles for discussing research design issues in these settings.

With knowledge utilization research as an example, the following

chapters of this report will therefore elucidate the prominent issues

in research designs for qualitative methods.

The Organization of This Report

Most reviews of specific research designs are organized according

to the logic and potency of the designs (e.g., Campbell and Stanley,

1966; and Cook and Campbe11,1179). Weaker designs are differentiated

from stronger ones, mainly on the basis of their ability to cope with

rests to internal validity. The resulting catalog of designs is thus

'opted in a manner that allows an investigator to identify their

strengths and weaknesses and to choose among them.

The present review of qualitative research designs was initially

intended to mimic the existing presentations of experimental and quasi-

experimental designs. However, no strihg themes emerged, whereby designs

16
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could be arrayed according to any logical sequence. In retrospect, such

an effort must still be considered premature, Wen the state of the art.

layover, this observation led to a more important insight: that the

Classical experimental and quasi - experimental designs all assume a prior

step --that the investigator has already selected researchptrategy,

which is to conduct an experiment. The qualitative research under review,

in contrast, was dominated by the, use of two other research strategies

(Yin, 1981a)--the use of surveys to paradox that is explained later),

the use of case studies, or the use of both.

This insight led to a more appropriate organisation for discussing

the pertinent design issues, and such an organization dominates the

remainder of this report. Chapter II describes the problem of "Defining

a Topic in Qualitative Research," a step that is critical end that must

occur whether a survey or case study will be undertaken. Chapter III

then discusses the issues regarding "Survey-Dominated Designs,"

Chapter IV the issues regarding "Case Study-Dominated Designs," and

Chapter V the issues regarding "Mixed (Survey and Case Study) Designs."

Because our review also discovered some important principles with respect

to project management factors and their potential effect on research

designs, Chapter VI discusses these lessons under the title of "Project

Management and Research Design.'' The summary conclusions of our review

are then presented in Chapter VII.

17
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DEFINING A TOIM..2_QUil ALITATIYE RESEARCH

The initial task in dealing with any type of research -- quantitative

or qualitativehas to do with the definition of the topic to be

studied. In general, this involves distinguishing between a phenomenon

and its context, contrasting the features to be covered with those that

are to be ignored (Yin, 1982b).

The definitional task should not be approached from the point of

view that there is necessarily a singular answer in defining each topic.

Every investigation may define a topic in a different manner, depending

upon the purpose of the study. For example, common topics of inquiry,

such as decisionmaking, public programs, or organizational change, all

represent research topics that may be defined in a number of ways.

There are limits to the range of possible definitions, however, and

these are mainly imposed by the nature of prior empirical inquiry. Thus,

to produce a study that contributes to overall scientific knowledge, the

definition of a topic should follow some previous theoretical base or

earlier empirical inquiry, even if the purpose of the study is to

challenge such theories or results. To this extent, a definition Mould

be based on some discussion of prior work on the same topic.

The Phenomenon: What is Knowledge Utilization?

Our own definition of knowledge utilization derived, in a pre-

liminary manner, from the original knowledge utilization problem. This

problem has been stated in the following manner (Lazarafeld and Reitz,

1975): How can research-based knowledge be used in applied settings?
4,

Such a question need not be limited t1 research -based ideas, however. In
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.any fields, new knowledge can also be created through processes other

than "professional scientific inquiry" (Lindblom and Cohen, 1979), and

such knowledge has come to be regarded as "craft knowledge." Whether

research -based or craft-based, the more general form of the knowledge'

utilization problem thus leads to the identification of three essential

components in the utilizsaion process (see Figure 1):

- A knowledge producer, or a party responsible for inventing,

developing, or refining new ideas;

- A knowledmater, or a party responsible for applying the

ideas in some setting, which may alternatively involve:

(a) the making of a decision, (b) the installation of a

new practice, or (c) increased enlightenment over a given

issue; and

- A communications process, whereby both of the above

parties are able to establish and maintain contact with

each other.

As thus defined, the key characteristic of the knowledge utilization

process is that it involves different parties fulfilling the knowledge

producer and knowledge user roles (Yin and Gwaltney, 19810.

Ignored by this definition are several situations that may be con-

sidered relevant in a broader sense, but that are nevertheless not directly

pertinent. First, knowledge utilization can be a process that occurs

totally within the same individual. A person may invent and develop his

or her own idea and then put it into practice. This intra-individual

situation, however, is not the same as our problemof getting knowledge when

the knowledge producers and users are different parties. Second,

21



Figure 1
THE KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION PROBLEM
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knowledge utilization may occur within the same firm or organization,

which might contain both knowledge producing and knowledge using units.

The existence of common corporate policies, however, may affect the

knowledge utilization process in a different manner than the more

common situation, where a research investigator works within ono-

organization (typically, a university) and a knowledge user works

within another organization (typically, a private business or a public

agency).

Indeed, the essential characteristic of the knowledge utilization

problem, as defined here, is that different individuals, located in

different organizations, serve as knowledge producers and knowledge

users. Under these conditions, knowledge utilization may be considered

a process occurring between unlike - -or heterophilous (Rogers and

Kincaid, 1981) - -units. Effective communication is likely to be

especially difficult between these two kinds of parties, because they

are likely to be members of different professional groups, with corre-

spondingly different networks, norms, and problems (especially if

research-based knowledge is involved rather than craft-based knowledge).

Nevertheless, as Rogers and Kincaid (1981) have noted, innovation is

more likely to occur in such situations, as opposed to the situation in

which both parties belong to the same kinds of organizations or

professions Imphilous units.

Search for Knowledge Utilization Studies.

This basic definition was used to identify existing knowledge

-4

utilization studies. The search for such studies covered a variety of

public services, private industries, and types of knowledge. In fact,

the search was unconstrained along such lines, only being limited by
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two conditions. first, the study had to be based on some original data

collection and empirical evidence. Second, the study had to have been

Identified as a result of several search techniques.

- Citations in existing research studies, including

reviews of pertinent literature;

- Identification by various experts in the field, in-

cluding an expert panel assembled specifically for our

study, as well as other investigators around the

country;

- Listing among awards made by various federal agencies

having special programs on research utilization, the

use of new technology, or exemplary practices; and

- Appearance in relevant social science books or journals

over the past ten years.

A list of all of the individuals and organizations who were contacted

during the course of compiling this list of knowledge utilization studies

is given in Appendix A.

This manner of identifying knowledge utilization studies produced

some imprecise outcomes. At least half of the studies initially thought

to be relevant, by title or even by brief description, Lid not in fact

meet the basic requirements of our definition. An examination and

classification of these non-knowledge utilization studies yielded

important insights into the structure of the broader literature and

hence the context within which knowledge utilization falls. This

definition of the context constituted in essential complement to our
s.
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earlier definition of the knowledge utilisation phenomenon, and thus

deserves detailed attention.

The Context: Topics Related to Knowledge Utilisation

Our definition had emphasized three components: a knowledge pro-

ducer, a knowledge user, and a communications process. The studies that

did not meet our definitional requirements were those that expressed no

specific concern for knowledge utilisation and these three components.

For example, one stream of research-4on the diffusion of innovations --

was in fact ignored by our search. This literature, quite extensive in

nature, is primarily concerned with communication patterns among knowl-

edge users (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1962). Among similar types of users- -

e.g., farmers - -some users consistently adopt new innovations earlier

than others, and.diffusion research has attempted to identify the

characteristics of these early adopters as well as the patterns of

diffusion under different conditions. However, the research rarely

attempts to draw any links to knowledge producers, nor does it give much

attention to communication patterns between producers and users.

A second type of non-qualifying study, also prominent in the

literature, similarly focuses on user behavior alone, without regard to

knowledge utilization. This is the literature on innov.ttioas or on

organizational change, in which events in a user organization are traced,

but these events may not have been the result of the transmission of

new idea. (The studies of this sort that were inadvertently thought

initially to be knowledge utilization studies are listed, together with

the other non-qualifying studies, in Appendix B.) For example, many

changes occur simply because of the a4ilability of new funds or some
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other administrative or political initiative. The resulting changes

in a local organization may be significant events in an organization's

life history. (e.g., Yin, 1981c), and specific patterns of implementation

may yield significant insights into organizational processes (e.g.,

Berman and McLaughlin, 1979). However, these issues are not sixilar to

those of concern in knowledge utilization.

Yet a third type of non-qualifying study focused only on knowledge

production issues, with no regard for knowledge utilization. Typically,

the productivity and creativity of research teams operating in various

settings has been a concern in the R&D management literature. The

ultimate purpose of fluGli studies is to improve R&D management through

such management actions as: the employee recruitment process, changes

in the formal R&D organization, or improvements in published communica-

tions among knowledge producers. However, this literature gives little

or no attention to the ultimate application of any of the research that

has been produced. Thus, even where dissemination projects are the

initial forces of concern (e.g., Madey et el., 1979), the knowledge

utilization process has been ignored if the focus of study has been the

knowledge production process alone. Such inattention is in part justified by

the fact that much of the research is of a basic nature and intended

primarily for communication to other researchers, rather than to any

practical setting. (The studies that were found are again listed in

Appendix B.)

A fourth typt of non-qualifying study was readily confused with

knowledge utilization studies, but on closer examination also failed to

meet the definitional requirements. Such studies focused on networking

arrangements, which may have involved:ielationships among organizations

2,3
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(e.g., Warren et al., 1974; and Cates et al., 1981) or among individuals

(e.g., Sarason et al., 1977; and Sarason and Lorentz, 1979). In one

case, a study focused on the role of professional associations as part

Of a tochnologr.communictit',ons system among local service agencies

(Bingham et al., 1977). Such a study vas not considered a knowledge

utilization study because it vas more concerned with the health and

viability of the networking arrangement, rather than the transmission

of specific information from a knowledge producer to a knowledge user.

Many of the networks being studied were, of course, knowledge utilization

networks--i.e., the purpose of the network was to exchange information

about new ideas. However, the study only focused on the general

pattern of connanicationse.g., what parties communicated most

frequently with which others -- without regard to any specific utilization

experience. (The studies are also listed in Appendix B.)

These four different types of studies, along with the knowledge

utilization studies that did meet the definitional criteria, can be

depicted in an expanded form of Figure 1. Thus, Figure 2 repeats the

core elements of Figure 1, showing the communication of ideas from one

party to another; but Figure 2 goes beyond these core elements and shows

how the four non-qualifying types of studies are related to these core

elements. Essentially, each of the four types represents an expansion

of the core elements, but at the cost of ignoring one or more of the

other elements and of focusing on some problem other than the knowledge

utilization problem. Figure 2 thin, illustrates the knowledge utilization

phenomenon embedded within its context, as phenomenon and context have

been defined fot the purposes of the present study, Having defined the

distinction between phenomenon and context, ve can now proceed and
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examine the phenomenon more closely--i.e., examine research design

issues with regard to knowledge utilization studies.

Knowledge Utilization Studies Identified

Given our search process and this distinction between phenomenon

and context, 32 studies of knowledge utilization were identified. These

studies and their characteristics are listed in Table 1 (a full set of

citations is given in Appendix C).

Of these 32 studies, the following were the salient descriptive

characteristics:

- About 2/3 were published in 1980 or later or were still

in progress (see column 1, Table 1);

- About 1/2 covered the field of education, with the other

half being distributed among a variety of service or

policy topics (see column 2); and

- More than 1/2 relied on a case study research strategy,

with the remainder using a survey strategy, for

collecting the pertinent evidence (see column 8).

No doubt, the recency of the majority of the studies reflected the

increased interest in knowledge utilization in the past few years.

Although many studies had been conducted, in earlier periods, regarding

the four non-qualifying topics, knowledge utilization can be considered

a topic that has only lately received solid empirical attention--in

spite of insightful observations made years ago (e.g., U.S. House of

Representatives, 1967).
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Tab la 1

STUNTS 04 KN0WLDGEMIL126TION

Striate Topic Research
Strategies Used
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Weiss and
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Tin and Qualm, 1981
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The domination of studies on educational topics,wes also not sur-

prising. Both of the predecessor components to the U.S. Department of

Education the Office of Education and the National Institute of

Education --have been the most prominent agencies that have supported

knowledge utilization research. This inference extends to the other

higher frequency topics--urban services and health (and mental health)--

reflecting the activities of research-funding agencies such as the

National:SI:lance Foundation and the National Institutes of Health (and

the National Institute of Mental Health), respectively.

What was modestly surprising in this final array was the distri-

bution among research strategies. Even though knowledge utilization may

be%considered a topic in qualitative research, many studies relied

solely upon the use of surveys, and many others used surveys in combi-

nation with case studies. Even though the case study strategy was

dominant, this high frequency of surveys deserves explicit attention.

Thus, the following chapters are devoted to discussions of research

designs under three conditions: when surveys dominate (Chapter HI),

when case studies dominate (Chapter IV), and when both are used

(Chapter V).

Sommaly

From a research design standpoint, this chapter has illustrated

the key step of defining the topic of inquiry. The definition began with

a link to previous research and theory, indicating the significance of

the topic to be investigated - -i.e., the knowledge utilization problem.

The definition was then applied, through an operationally specifiable

search process, to identify various nominations for studies potentially

falling within the topic of inquiry.

31.
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Further examination then showed how some studies, initially

identified, actually fell outside of the topic. These studies focused

on some related topic--e.g., organizational change, R&D management, or

networking --but did not consider the essential knowledge utilization

relationship between producers and users. In this sense, these studies

formed one context for the knowledge utilization problem, illustrating

how context and phenomenon need to. be distinguished, even if in a some-

what arbitrary manner. -

Finally, this entire procedure yielded a set of 32 target studies,

all of which fit the definitional criteria. The chapter thus illustrates

the process of operationally defining a topic of inquiry, and how

specific examples of items falling outside of and within the topic can

be used to bolster the definitional process. Such an approach, whether

applied to an analysis of previous studies (secondary analysis) or to

an original empirical inquiry (primary analysis), is a necessary pre-

liminary step in designing qualitative research. The sub:;equent steps

are described in the following chapters.
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III. SURVEY- DOMINATED DESIGNS

The use'of a survey to collect evidence about knowledge utilization

bat been a common technique. Table 1 previously indicated that half of

the 32 knowledge utilization studies under review had used surveys, with

7 based on survey data alone and another 9 combining surveys with case

studies.

On the surface, the use of surveys to investigate a topic such as

knowledge utilization would seem anomalous. This is because of the...-

previous characterization of the topic as having no clear boundaries,

no easily specifiable unit of analysis, no relationship to a singular

unit of data collection, and a need for multiple data collection

strategies (see Chapter I). Nevertheless, the use of surveys was found,

and survey evidence did contribute to an understanding of the knowledge

utilization process. How such a contribution was managed, and the

limitations of the approach, are described in the present chapter.

An initial task, however, is to define what is meant by a survey.

Three conditions appear to be relevant and were used in our review;

1. The source of information is an individual respondent'

who in turn represents the major unit of data collec-

tion and data analysis;

2. Each such respondent is selected on the basis of some

explicit Ltmliu technique, logic, or is part of a

survey of the entire universe; and

34
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3. The data collection is based on the use of a

structured instrument, in which each respondent is

asked the same questions (which may, however, be

open- or closed-ended).

Where these three conditions were not met, the dittinctive characteristics

of a survey were obscured beyond acceptable limitR. Thus, the three conditions

appear essential, at least in the present review. Beyond these three

conditions, survey technology may (and did) vary considerably.

The following discussion focuses on those situations in which

surveys dominated a knowledge utilization study. In other words, sur-

veys were used as the main source of evidence, rather than in conjunc-

tion with case studies. Typically, the surveys investigated either

knowledge producers or knowledge users, but not both. Furthermore, some

surveys also made a prior specification of the knowledge utilization

event or medium, while others did not. (Such specification meant that

a respondent was asked about a specific report, idea, technology, or

interaction that had been identified prior to the onset of the study.)

These three approaches represent major types of survey designs, and are

described below.

Surveys of Knowledge Producers

As previously noted (see Chapter II), studies that only focused on

knowledge producers were not included in our definitiOn of eligible

studies to be reviewed. The ineligible studies were those that were

concerned only with various facets of the knowledge production process--

i.e., R&D management - -but not with knowledge utilization.
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Ales, eligible studies, in contrast, limited themselves to data

collected from knowledge producers, but aimed at a broader set of

questions regarding the entire knowledge utilization process. This was

especially found in two of the surveys under review. In the first,

Myers and Marquis (1969) interviewed respondents in 121 firms. Each

respondent was asked to identify the most significant technological

innovation that had been produced by the firm during the most recent

5-10 year period. The interview then continued into the topics of how

the innovations had been developed as well as the marketing strategies

that appeared to have accounted for success.

The second study involved a survey of research investigators in the

V.S. Forest Service (Lingwood, 1979). The personnel were given a self-

administered questionnaire and were asked to describe the most effective

dissemination strategies for their research. The most frequent response

was that the research should be based on some sensing of client needs,

and that the research should be conducted in a timely manner.

In both studies, no other data collection effort was made. Thus,

the inferences about the knowledge utilization process were based solely

on the perceptions of one group of persons--the knowledge producers. No

attempt was made to,corroborate these perceptions in comparison to

other perceptions (e.g., of the knowledge users in the same situation).

Similarly, no attempt was made to corroborate the perceptions with the

question of how utilization actually occurred, as might be possible by

using other types of evidence. Such a characteristic of producer-only

surveys must be considered a serious weakness. In fact, without

corroboratory evidence, one might even suspect that the producers'

.`
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perceptions were not accurate reflections of the actual utilization

process, and that any conclusions about the process might be faulty.

Surveys of knowledge Users

Surveys were also conducted by obtaining information from knowledge

users. For example, in a major study of the use of social science by

federal policy officials, Caplan et al. (197$) queried 204 high-level

officials in federal agencies, asking them for specific instances in

which they had used social science knowledge. For each instance of

use, the officials were also asked for corroborating evidence, and the

quality of this evidence was also taken into account in estimating the

extent of use. The results of the study showed a surprisingly high

degree of utilization (74 percent of the respondents had at least 2 to 4

instances of use with good corroborating evidence).

This type of design also was used in a survey of social service

agencies in England (Rothman, 1980), in which knowledge. users were asked

about the circumstances in which the findings from some recent report

had been put to use. In this situation, utilization involved an appli-

cation to service practice, rather than to policy decisionmaking (as in

the case of the Caplan et al. study), but the basic research design was

the same. Similarly, as another example of an application to service

practice, but in the business sector, Deshpande (1981) surveyed

executives regarding their use of the most recent market research study

commissioned by their firm.

In these and other user surveys, three features were prominent.

First, the user survey was a good tanl for estimating the extent of use,

of some sort of knowledge. Second, ho?ever, the user survey had the
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same shortcomings as the producer survey in yielding inferences about

the knowledge utilisation processi.e., the survey only brought one

set of perceptions to bear on the topic. Third, an additional short-

coming stemmed from the fact that no attempt was made to assure that

the knowledge event or medium, as reported by the knowledge users, was

the same in all cases. Thus, even such traditional survey items as

"user satisfaction" are difficult to interpret, because the collection

of knowledge events or media may vary in some unknown fashion. In

contrast, where the investigators initially identify a set of specific

events or media, more inferences can be made about user satisfaction

and the potential implications for the utilization process.

Surveys with Prior Specification of Knowledge l'vents or Media

This last shortcoming can be overcome by naming specific reports,

ideas, technologies, or interactions at the outset of the investigation- -

i.e., knowledge "events" or media--and then conducting a user survey.

Such a design was followed in several of the studies under review.

For example, Weiss and Bucuvalas (1980) surveyed 155 decisionmakers

and asked them about each of 50 pre-specified research reports. The

decisionmakers' responses covered their degree of use of these reports,

their reasons for such use (or non-use), and their other opinions about

the reports. Because 30 specific reports had been identified and rated

by all of the 155 res'ondents, Weiss and Bucuvalas were able to compare

the results for the same types of reports, and thereby to develop

stronger inferences about user satisfaction.

In principle, the naming of a & pecific array of reports would ale«)

have allowed the investigators to comp7tre the user responses to two
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other sources of information--the observed characteristics of the

reports themselves, as well as responses by those who had produced the

reports (knowledge producers). This more potent design was not used,

however. Nor was it used in another study in which the data came from

&nowledge users, but where a prior specification of knowledge events or

media also had been made. This study was by Leviton (1981), who sur-

veyed the users of a specific sample of evaluation studies in health

care finance and in education; these users had been identified either

by the project officers or the research investigators of the studies,

but no attempt was made to collect systematic data from these other two

sources.

One can only guess at why the more potent design (survey-of-users,

combined with survey-of-producers) has not been more frequently found

among the survey-dominated studies. To conduct such a study, the most

Important item is the pre-naming of a specific knowledge event or medium

(report, idea, technology, interaltion, etc.). Such a named event or

medium then allows the investigator to be sure that the users and pro-

ducers have the same referent when producing their responses. However,

one possibility is that this design has not been used more often because

of its potential costliness; in general, as shall be shown in Chapter V,

this design was found among those studies employing both surveys and

case studies, and thus those studies funded at substantially higher

levels of effort than the studies covered in this chapter.

Summary: Surveys as a Research StrategY in Qualitative Research

These experiences now permit sbme tentative conclusions about the

use of surveys as the sole research styategy for investigating a

qualitative research topic such as knowledge utilization.
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With adequate definition, surveys are helpful in determining the

prevalence of a phenomenon among a known pool of respondents. Thus,

the extent of use is a portion of the knowledge utilization process

that can be established through the survey method, even though the

topic remains an essentially qualitative one. Other aspects of the

utilization process may also be investigated, but only under additional

constraints. In particular, if a survey begins with a pre-named event

or medium, perceptions of users or perceptions of producers can be

aggregated and interpreted. If the same referent is used with both

groups, the perceptions of both groups may even be compared with each

other.

In general, the survey strategy is therefore appropriate for dealing

with either of two aspects of a qualitative research topic: issues of

frequency, and issues of perception and attitude. In both cases, how-

ever, the use of the survey assumes that individual persons are the most

accurate source of information, and one can imagine contrary situations

where survey probes might not be sufficient. For instance, the extent

of use of a given technology or idea might be reflected in some mechanical

rather than human system--as in the amount of computer time spent on a

particular program. In 'ma.a case, the archival record of the computer

time would be the more accurate source of information about the extent

of use, but the searching and analyzing of these records would require

some research strategy other than a survey. Similarly, the utilization

of knowledge in education may involve students rather than 2cachers as

the ultimate "users," yet the most common survey design usually relies

on teachers' reports of student behavior, and such reports might again
tp.

not be the most accurate source of ini6rmstion.
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Beyond the issues related to frequency, perception, and attitude,

the survey strategy appears to have limited application in dealing with

a qualitative research topic. The survey is not the most desirable

tool for investigating a behavioral procei such as knowledge utiliza-

tion because the assessment of actual behavior cannot be based on survey

evidence alone. In this sense, the survey will rarely yield information

that can lead to the design of effective interventions in such behavioral

processes. This type of "how".and "why" inquiry, in contrast to the

sheer " frequency" inquiry, depends on the use of other research

strategies, to which we now tun.

Ref. rendes to Chapter III,

All citations in this chapter may be found in Appendix C of this

report (see pp. 86-38).
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IV. CASE STUDY-DOMINATED DESIGNS

The useof case studies appears to be the most frequent strategy for

studying knowledge utilisation. Of the 32 investigations reviewed in'the

present report, 16 used case studies alone and another 9 used case studies

in colabination with surveys. Thus, about two-thirds of these previous

investigations used case studies to examine some aspect of knowledge

utilisation.

In contrast to surveys, case studies may be considered investigations

where the following conditions prevail:

1. No clear boundary exists between the phenomenon being

studied and its context - -a situation that typically

extends the scope of inquiry and that produces more

variables than data pointsmaking statistical analysis

virtually Jr:T.:event (Yin, 1981b; and 1982b). .

2. There are multiples urces of information, including

data from individual respondents, on-site observations,

and analysis of written documents and other artifacts.

3. To deal in part with the preceding two conditions,

data tollection is based on &protocol, houever formal

or informal, which guides the collection of evidence.

In a sense, the field investigator is the "Instrument,"

being responsible for translating field information into

the response categories required by the protocol (Sanday,

1979; and Leriott and Firestone, 1982).
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The frequent use of case studies in knowledge utilization research stems

mainly from the match between these conditions and the knowledge utiliza-

tion process.. Because the utilization process is a complex organizational

and interpersonal process, the phenomenon is not easily separable frOdi its

context. Thus, the process is difficult to trace in a pre-designed

fashion, and an investigator may need discretion to pursue new leads as

fieldwork progresses. Such leads may require further interviews, obser-

vations, or documentary analysis. To conduct this data collection

properly, the investigator should nevertheless follow a systematic search-

and-corroboration process, and a well-designed protocol is one way of

striking a balance between the necessary discretion and desired

systematization.

Among case studies, a common design issue is whether to cover a

single or multiple case (Yin, 1981b). In theory, a single case, like a

critical experiment, can offer sufficient insights and evidence to test

a major proposition. However, because case studies cannot be manipulated

like experiments, multiple nattes need to be used, in part, to provide

multiple replications of the same phenomenon, and in this manner overcome

some (but not all) of this limitation. For this reason, the aimplest

type of multiple-case design is a direct replication design (Hersey and

Barlow, 1976).

Not surprisingly, all of the case studies of knowledge utilization

were of the multiple-case variety. How the case studies were designed,

including some comment about pitfalls that may be avoidable in the future,

is the topic of the present chapter: Two general types of designs, both

of which were applied in multiple -case situations, were found: 'tolistic
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designs and embedded designs. These types are discussed below, followed

by a further discussion of multiple-case designs more generally.

holistic Designs

5holistic designs are those in which the case study establishes only

minimal boundaries between the phenomenon--i.e., utilization--and its

context. The case study is typically about a large organization, such

as school district (e.g., 'akin et el., 1979), or about an inter-

organizational arrangement, in which some organizations produce new

knowledge and others use it (e.g., Warnecke, no date; Moore et al., 1977;

Parker, in progress; and Yin and Beinsohn, 1980). In one other investi-

gation, the case study was about a type of innovative program or package

(Campeau at al., 1979).

The main characterlstic of the .holistic design is that it does not

pre-specify a particular type of utilization incident or experience. For

instance, the investigation might focus on a general type of knowledge --

e.g., the use of tests and evaluation by school practitioners--but make

no attempt to define a specific test or evaluation to serve as the

referent for the investigation. On the contrary, the investigation would

mainly deal with the general relationships among knowledge producers and

users. This type of study was done by Alkin et al. (1979), who studied

five school districts in which evaluations of Title 1 or Title IV-0

Pr0frams had been produced. The resulting five case studies were reported

in separate narratives, and the authors used these five cases to derive

general conclusions about the utilization process.

Milan' holistic designs are used, 5major problem that must be

addressed is the potential bias in the data collection activity. Because

of the \holistic design, a fieldworker heal far - ranging discretion in
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deciding what events are relevant and irrelevant to the case study.

Under these conditions, the fieldworker that does not follow a consistent

path of search- and - corroboration may produce an idiosyncratic and biased

account of events. An important way of dealing with such potential

biases is to have the draft case study reviewed by the major field

informants. Normally, these informants are able to call the investi-

gator's attention to some matters that may have been overlooked in the

initial data collection. This type of corroboration with the field

informants is therefore much more than a matter of professional courtesy;

the procedure plays a critical role as a validation procedure (Schatzman

and Strauss, 1973, pp. 133-134).

In one of the knowledge utilization studies, great care was taken by

the investigators to implement this procedure (Alkin et al., 1979). A

distinctive characteristic of this study, in fact, is that the final

document contains the actual critique provided by the field informants,

as well as a summary of the steps taken by the investigators to deal with

these comments. In another investigation (Yin and Heinsohn, 1980), the

draft case studies were also reviewed several times by the main informants,

who identified missing evidence and incorrect interpretations. Few of the

other studies under review indicated how this procedure of using field

informants as reviewers was implemented, if at all.

The holistic designs also can lead to another problem that is not

as easily addressed. Because the holistic design does not specify, at

the outset of an investigation, a limited domain of inquiry, the entire

nature of the study may in fact shift. This seems to have occurred in

at leapt one investigation (Moore et al., 1977), which covered six case
0.
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studies of technical assistance networks. Each network consisted of an

interorganizational arrangement, in which one of the organizations had

the role of providing assistance to the other organizations. Although

the initial rationale of the study was to investigate the knowledge

utilization process, and although the investigators did trace two ongoing

assistance projects in each network, the final document tended to focus

more on the activities of the assistance-providing organization, and less

on the knowledge utilization process. The final conclusions were domi-

nated by concerns over the institutional survival of the assistance-

providing organization, including such issues as the auspices for the

organization's founding, the nature of the organization's leadership, and

the identification of funds for support. Conclusions about the knowledge

utilization process were then presented, but only as a lower priority.

Overall, each case study had shifted, focusing not on the interorganiza-

tional arrangement but on one of the components in the arrangement--i.e.,

the assistance-providing organization.

Such slippage in the general scope and purpose of inquiry can be

addressed, even when wholistic designs are used, in at least two ways.

First, the entire case study can be based on an explicit and firmly based

theoretical framework--i.e., one positing important causal connections

and not merely a description of events (Kaufman, 1958). The Yin and

Heinsohn (1980) study, for instance, was about the usefulrlss of findings

from major research projects in 44 field of aging. The case studies

traced the knowlege production process (which occurred in a university

setting) and the knowledge utilization process (which occurred in policy-

making or service settings). Each VW, study began with several

alternative "models" of knowledge utilization (Weiss, 1979), each
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predicting a different set of events. The ensuing case study, though

wholistic, had as its main task the establishment or denial of these

events. Inthis way, the models provided a strong theoretical framework,

so that the inquiry remained faithful to its original design, even where

unexpected events were discovered.

Second, a quasi-experimental design can be used as a partial substi-

tute for a theoretical framework. The Warnecke (no date) study, for

instance, covered 7 case studies of health care networks, in which groups

of hospitals collaborated to increase the use of certain techniques of

cancer-patient care. Each case study followed a pre-post design, in

which data were collected before and after a specific intervention - -i.e.,

a formal, collaborative program- -had been installed. The nature of the

program therefore provided strong guidance regarding the relevant events,

and again the inquiry was able to remain faithful to its original design.

In summary, the wholistic design involves the identification of

some "site" (organization, interorganizational arrangement, etc.) at which

knowledge production and utilization have occurred. A case study strategy

is used to examine the events at such sites, but there may be little

prior specification of the relevant or most salient events. Under these

conditions, the investigator has a wide-range of discretion, during the

data collection phase, regarding the events to be pursued and recorded.

To minimize the potential biases in such an inquiry, two procedures

may be used. First, the draft case studies can be reviewed by the major

Informants, to assure that obvious facts have not been overlooked.

Second, the case study can employ a:strong theoretical or quasi -

experimental framework, which will prctide additional guidance for the

data collection activity. If these two procedures are used, a wholistic
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design can be a potent explanatory tool, producing critical insights into

bow and why knowledge utilization occurs.

Embedded Designs

An embedded design is one in which a smaller unit of analysis is

contained (or embedded) within a larger unit of analysis. For case

studies of knowledge utilization, the smaller unit of analysis might be

a pre-specified knowledge utilization event--e.g., an interpersonal

transaction or a particular knowledge utilization service. The larger

unit might still be an organization or organizational arrangement, akin

to those found in wholistic designs.

Several examples were found, among the investigations under review,

of case studies that used embedded designs. In education, three related

investigations all covered different kinds of interorganizational

arrangements (Chin, 1981; Havelock et al., 1981; and Yin and Gwaltney,

1981b). Each arrangement therefore served as the large'r unit of analysis.

Within each case study, however, specific types of events or services

were identified as smaller units of analysis. For the Chin (1981) study,

these were called "transactions," and data were collected regarding the

role of the knowledge producers and users in such transactions. In the

Havelock et al. (1981) study, a similar procedure was followed, but the

conceptual label was an "episode;" and for the Yin and Gwaltney study

(1981b), the label was a "service." Outside of education, an embedded

design of virtually the same nature was used to study air and water

quality services, and knowledge transfer between university and local

government (Eckfield et al., 1978). Ass final variant, Patton et al.

(1975) did case studies in the field 44 health, in which a specific

evaluation study was identified as the smaller unit of analysis.
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The embedded design serves as an important device for focusing

we study inquiry, even where a theoretical or quasi-experimental

framework may be absent. Furthermore, the smaller units of analysis can

Often involve numerous discrete events, creating the potential for

quantitative analysis within each case study. For instance, one may

tabulate the number of transactions or episodes, develop explicit

measures of their characteristics, and use multivariate techniques to

analyze the data Such an approach was in fact used in another investi-

gation with an embedded design, which examined local services at 18

sites (the larger unit of analysis) and over 2000 "episodes" of knowledge

'utilization (the smaller um: of analysii) at all of these sites (Pelz,

1981).

However: one pitfall in using the embedded design is that the smaller

unit of analysis may be the only level at which analysis is conducted.

This means that the final case studies do not return to the larger unit

of analysis, and that no evidence is actually synthesized at the case

study level. This situation represents an inversion of the embedded

design, and potentially destroys the entire case study design. Thus,

the Pelz (1981) investigation made no attempt to synthesize information

about the original 18 sites (for each site individually) but effectively

became a study of utilization episodes. Similarly, another investigation

covered 18 school districts that had been known to have used tests and

evzluations successfully (Kennedy at al., 1980). The investigation's

major ,.port, however, did not synthesize the information for each

district into case studies, and therefore did not try to explain the

utilization process as it occurred inIsny of these districts. Instead,

the investigators wanly relied upon their interview data (and ignored
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other sources of evidence), and aggregated interviews of like-Individuals

(e.g. school principals) across sites. The resulting presentation merely

provides Information about how such like-Individuals felt about the

utilization process, in a manner more similar to survey than case study

analysis. Such a transition, starting with 18 cases but ending with

evidence aggregated according to individual respondents, is a mixed type

of design that may not take full advantage of either the case study or

the survey strategy.

Multiple-Case Designs

The distinction between wholistic and embedded designs pertains to

the conduct of individual case studies. In other words, a design may be

followed within each case study that is either wholistic or embedded. In

all of the knowledge utilization investigations, however, multiple-case

studies were conducted. Such situations raise another important facet of

case study design - -i.e., the problem of selecting an array of cases to

be included in a multiple-case study.

Maximizing Statistical Generalizability. Among the studies reviewed,

the most common rationale emphasized statistical generalizability,

akin to the concern for external validity in experimental and quasi -

experimental designs. Cases were selected so that they somehow repre-

sented different kinds of situations - -e.g., organizations of different

sizes, locations in different regions of the country, services to different

types of population groups, and the like. Such a rationale was not sur-

prising, because it is frequently used whenever multiple-case studies are

conducted, whether on knowlege utilization or on some other topic.

The concern for case study generalizability has mainly been a

reaction to the common stereotype of the single-case study, in which
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results have been challenged because of their idiosyncratic nature

(Kennedy, 1979). Even where robust measures and research procedures

have been fdllowed, the single-case limitations appear so severe that

the scientific or even policy value of the results has been questioned.

Thus, multiple -cue studies have been used more frequently in recent

years as one response to this problem (Berriott and Firestone, 1982).

Depending upon the available resources, investigators may set out to

conduct as many case studies as possible, in the hope of maximizing the

generalizel'ility of the results.

This rationale is nevertheless weak and not necessarily preferred

for multiple -case design. No matter how many cases are included in

study, the number of cases will not be sufficient to reduce the

generalizability problem to any substantial degree. This is because

each case study represents a complex, multivariate situation. Any

sampling plan that includes even such straightforward a variable as "city

size," for instance, will be distorted by differences in jurisdictional

structure (some "cities" include an entire metropolitan area, while most

cities only include the central city), degree of overlap between the

organization(s) being studied and the city area (some school districts

serve a whole city; others serve only part of it), and other similar

complications. In like manner, every facet of a case study will produce

a large number of exceptional circumstances in addition to a very large

umber of potentially relevant variables. Under these conditions, no

reasonable number of case studies will enable an investigator to deal

effectively with the generalizability problem (Kennedy, 1979).

Maximizing Analytic Generelizabi#ty. An alternative rationale was used

in one study under review (Stanton, 1981) and represents a potentially
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Importans precedent. This multiple-case design emphasizes generalizability,

but to a set of theoretical propositions rather than to a population group:

Such analytic generalizability, in contrast to statistical generalizability,

is applicable to virtually every case study topic, and not just knowledge

utilization (Yin, 1981b; and 1982a).

The multiple-case logic is similar to multiple-experiment logic

(Hersen and Barlow, 1976). First, several cases need to be conducted that

are direct replications of each other, to establish that a set of results

is robust. Second, additional groups of cases can be added, as critical

tests of various alternative theoretical positions. For example, the

Szanton (1981) study begins with eight case studies, all showing how

university groups, in different circumstances, have not been helpful in

providing advice (knowledge) to cities. This initial group of cases is

repetitive enough to convince the reader of the soundness of the general

proposition. The study then attempts to "explain" the reasons for such a

dismal record, suggesting next that the academic setting is not the

causal agent, as might be expected initially. This proposition is examined

through the presentation of a second group of five case studies, all

involving independent research organizations that have also had difficulty

in providing advice (knowledge) to cities. Yet a third group of cases,

'not enumerated in detail, correspondingly indicates, however, that

university groups have been helpful to other sectors--to businesses,

engineering firms, and even federal and state governments. Finally, a

fourth group of three case studies, focusing on "change agent" organiza-

tions, indicates that advice can be successfully given to cities when the

knowledge-producing organization acts ap a change agent and is not merely

acting as an adviser. The study thus concludes that the advice-giving
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process must match the needs of the city governments, which generally

require interests in implementation and not merely advice-giving. Given

this explanition, university failures to assist cities cannot be

attributed to the inherent characteristics of academe. Rather, universi-

ties (and nonuntyersity groups) will fail whenever a change agent role is

shunned.

In all, 16 case studies divided into three groups are enumerated in

the Szanton study, with an unspecifiable number represented in a fourth

group. This multiple -case design implicitly attempts to provide direct

replication within group, and analitic ieneralizability across groups.

What binds the individual case studies together, in logical fashion, is

an evolving theoretical argument, much like the logic underlying multiple

experiments. Though the Szanton study is not necessarily strong in the

other facets of its research procedures, this single example of a

multiple-case, replication design is an exemplar of how multiple -case

studies can be most effectively designed in other knowledge utilization

studies (Yin, 1982a).

Summary

The case study was the most common research strategy used in the

knowledge utilization investigations under review. This chapter has

discussed the two most prevalent types of case study design, both

applicable to the conduct of individual case studies: wholistic designs

and embedded designs. Each type has some advantages and disadvantages,

but each is able to deal with the entire knowledge utilization process

in an explanatory manner. Because all of the investigations under review

were multiple-case studies (and not simply single ..case studies), two
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logical approaches to multiple-case design have also been discussed, the

generalizability and the replication designs. The latter was found to

be a potentially more fruitful rationale for future studies than the

former design.

A major shortcoming throughout tha use of all there designs, hawser,

is that case !studies alone are not good tools for establishing the

frequency or extensiveness of a particular phenomenon. Although great

insight was derived into the knowledge utilization process, none of the

case studies attempted to assess the degree of utilization that had

'occurred. This gap is filled well, as Chapter III suggested earlier, by

the survey strategy. For this reason, one of the more intriguing types

of knowledge utilization studies is that which combines surveys with case

studies, and these (mixed) designs are covered in the following chapter.
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V. MIXED (SURVEY AND CASE STUDY) DESIGNS

As noted throughout the previous chapters, nine of the 32 studies

used mixed designs, in which both surveys and case studies existed as

research strategies. These at.: studies should be augmented by a tenth

study (DiMaggio and Useem, 1979), which we originally classified as an

investigation that relied solely on case studies (see Table 1), but which

in fact was a follow-up to an earlier study that was based on a survey

strategy. In this sense, the study was in fact part of a mixed design,

and ten studies therefore serve as the basis for the present chapter.

Mixed designs are potentially the most comprehensive designs,

because they enable an investigation to address different sets of questions,

which Chapters III and IV have shown to be complementary. The survey

strategy can provide information about the frequency of a phenomenon and

about the perception and attitudes of key individuals (Chapter III); the

case studies can provide insight into the "how and why" of a tomplex pro-

cess (Chapter IV). Moreover, mixed designs may be considered more

sophisticated than either the survey-dominated or case study-dominated

designs, if only because the mixed designs attempt to synthesize the

survey and case study strategies.

iZvertheless, the management and implementation of mixed designs

can be difficult. -. level of resources is required that goes beyond the

simple survey or case study strategies, and these resources must be

integrated in a productive and timely manner. Possibly for this reason,

investigations with mixed designs can be costly sad can take several

years to complete. And not surprisingly, the ten studies under review

include the most expensive of all 32 investigations under review, with
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.several having been funded at a level of $400,000 or more, and with one

study having involved $2.8 million.

Four types of mixed designs were found and are discussed below.

These are: parallel designs, sequential designs, eases-within-surveys

designs, and surveys - within -cases designs.

Parallel Designs

A parallel design is one in which the case study and survey com-

ponents of an investigation are not really integrated in any technical

sense. Although each efforc is aimed at a set of conceptual objective:

that may be complementary, each effort is undertaken rather independently,

in terms of internal design and instrumentation. In other words, the

units of analysis, measures, and analytic comparisons are different and

cannot be aggregated or compared in any analytically formal manner, such

as the techniques described by Glass, McGaw, and Smith (1981). However,

the parallel design may involve varying degrees of managerial integration,

in which !==.7,1-4gators involved in one component develop their plans, and

later their conclusions, in consultation with each other. In this latter

regard, the investigations under review varied.

For example, one study of the utilization of urban technologies in

fact consisted of nine substudies, according to the original design plan

(Doctors et al., 1979). Each of these nine substudies appeared as a

separate investigation, with its own research objectives, design, and

data collection plans. In particular, one substudy, relying more heavily

on survey methods, compared the benefits derived at 27 sites (as a result

of the availability of technology assistance) with a "control" group of

27 non-assisted sites. This substudy'vas to result mainly in a cost-

benefit analysis, indicating the advantages, if any, of using the urban
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technologies. A second substudy, relying sore heavily on case study

methods, focused on 15 innovations, to determine how and uhy change

occurred with these innovations, including the investigation ot knowl-

edge production and knowledge utilization factors. Presumably, each df

these case studies could include events occurVng at more than a single

site, because the same innovation might have been used at more than one

site, and in this sense the survey and case study designs involved

different units of analysis. The degree to which the investigators of

these different substudies consulted each other is not known, so the

overall study may have remained a collection of substudies.

As a second example, a large-scale study of knowledge utilization

in education also involved a number of separately identified substudies:

- A study of federal and etate-level programs and knowl-

edge production activities;

- A study of one specific program (the National Diffusion

Network), designed to produce and utilize new knowledge

created by practitioners;

- A study of the behavior and attitudes of external

change agents, or linkers;

- An analytic effort designed to serve in a formative

evaluation mode, to assist school districts;

- A study of 145 school districts and the knowledge

utilization in these districts in relation to specific

innovations; and

- An ethnographic study of 12 school districts, selected

from the larger pool of 145 districts.
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Initially, five or these substudies were to be designed and conducted

by different research organizations, each operating an a subcontractor

to the prise research organization which was also responsible for the

conduct of the first substudy listed above. Technically, the studies

appeared to be independent of each other at the outset. However, for

the major survey and case study substudies (the last two on the above

list), collaborative activities increased over a period of time, largely

on a managerial basis. The investigators responsible for one substudy

began to exchange findings and tentative conclusions with the investi-

gators of the other substudy, and this resulted in mutual insigbts and

an intellectual debate about the knowledge utilization process. Although

no technical synthesis occurred, the final presentations of both sub-

studies were substantively enlightened by these interactions.

AnothAr way of compensating for the lack of technical integration

in a parallel design is for the same investigators (or principal investi-

gator) to be an active participant in the relevant substudies. Under

these conditions (e.g., Bank, in progress; and Sieber, 1974), the final

conclusions of the master study can reflect evidence from both the survey

and case study efforts, even though each effort may have been conducted

on the basis of separate technical designs.

Sequential Designs

A sequential design still falls short of a technically integrated

design. However, the case study and survey components are more tightly

concerned with complementary research objectives, and one of the cox-

;

ponents is deliberately undertaken first, with the major goal of informkig

the design of the other component.
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The general advantages of using surveys and ease studies in this

complementary manner have bet.. discussed in greater detail elsewhere

(Sieber, 1993). As but one possibility, case studies can be used to

reduce an initially unstructured inquiry into a focused set of measures,

which then can be applied in designing a survey. Alternatively, a survey

can be used to identify the distribution of a set of conditions, and

thereby serve as a "universe" against which a new set of case studies

can be selected. Of course, a more complex sequential design may involve

more than a single iteration between case studies and surveys, as a

string of such iterations may occur as part cf the same investigation.

The investigations under review revealed no major new lessons along

these lines. The main finding was that sequential designs were indeed

among those used to investigate knowledge utilization, and that both the

survey-first and case study-first sequences could exist. In one investi-

gation, the initial phase of the investigation involved, an exploratory

set of case studies (Louis and Gentler, in progress). One purpose of

the case studies was to define the most pertinent units of analysis for

further investigation. For example, although the investigators knew that

they eventually wanted to analyze the experiences of a set of knowledge

utilization "projects" sponsored by the National Institute of Education,

the operational definition of these projects lacked the clarity needed to

design a survey of the projects' participants. The case studies were

undertaken to assist in this definitional process, and the survey will be

conducted in a subsequent phase of the full investigation.

-
In another study, the initial phase included a survey of organiza-

tions Involved in the agricultural kn4ledge utilization process
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(Feller et al., in progress). Many different organizations participate

in a complex manner in this process, with their roles covering knowledge

invention, development, transfer, and utilization. One purpose of the

Organizational survey was to define these roles and to identify a

specific set of interorganisational networks - -dealing with the same

technology - -each of which could later serve as the subject for a case

study. Thus, the later phase of this investigation will involve the

design and conduct of ten case studies of interorganizational networks;

the definition of these networks would not have been possible without the

earlier survey work.

These two examples indicate how sequential designs can be used to

investigate knowledge utilization. The results of the survey and case

study components cannot be integrated is any formal, analytic sense,

but the two components are much more closely related than in parallel

designs. Managerial integration can also be used to further tighten

this relationship; with the above two examples, both sets of principal

investigators are intensively involved in both the survey and case study

phases of their respective investigations, and this will create further

interaction between the two phases. In general, the sequential design

begins to resemble an integrated design, and the overall investigation

appears less as a collection of substudies than does the parallel design.

Cases-within-Surveys

Chapter III showed how surveys call for information to be collected

from knowledge producers, knowledge users, or both. Furthermore, if the

survey is based on the prior identification of a specific knowledge

utilization event or medium, the producers and users can be asked to
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comment on the same experiences, and the investigator can compare the

responses from both types of parties.

In either of these situations, the knowledge producers and knowledge

users may be part of the same "site"--e.g., an interorganizational net-

work, a complex organization such as s school district, or even the same

geographic area. To understand how and why events occur at this type of

site, a case study can be used. The case study therefore intensifies the

investigation at one (or more) of the survey sites, and in this sense the

case study is designed to exist within the survey.

This type of intensification occurred in one of the studies under

review (D/Maggio and Useem, 1979). The investigation dealt with 25 case

studies, with each case study being defined as an interorganizational

connection whereby market research knowledge had been produced and used

(or failed to be used), in assisting museums, theaters, and other arts

organizations. Each case study involved unstructured interviews with key

participants--e.g., the director of the market research effort and the

head of the arts organization intending to use the results. All 25 cases

were part of a larger pool of market research projects, however, that had

been the subject of an earlier survey. The survey had focused on the

relationship between the skills of the market research team and the quality

of the final research effort (and hence would have been classified as an

RAD Management study according to our definitional criteria in Chapter II).

The investigators felt that the survey had not penetrated utilization

issues, and therefore designed the follow-up set of case studies.

Under these circumstances, the:case studies can indeed provide evi-

dence concerning the knowledge utilizlion process. But because the case

atudies are part of a larger pool of sites, the results also can be
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generalised to include estimations concerning the frequency of occurrence

of the various case study outcomes. In other words, when case studies are

embedded within surveys, the overall investigation can provide information

regarding both the process,and the incidence of knowledge utilization.

Compared with experimental research designs, such a combination of results

begins to approach the analytic requirements for establishing both a

causal pattern of events (internal validity) and a framework for knowing

the statistical generalizability of the results (external validity). This

type of mixed design is therefore much more comprehensive and integrated

than the those previously described (parallel or sequential designs).

Furthermore, this type of mixed design is more comprehensive than any of

the survey-dominated or case study-dominated designs described in

Chapters III and IV. Unfortunately, more examples of this case-within-

survey design were not encountered in our review.

Surveys - within -Cases

The opposite design is also possible, in which several case study

sites are first identified, and widespread survey efforts are undertaken

at each site. The case studies can still retain their distinctire

identity under these conditions, because conclusions about a site's

experiences may be based on several sources of evidence, of which they

survey results are only one part. However, if the survey evidence alone

is aggregated across sites (e.g., by type of respondent), and no attempt

is made to integrate the evidence within site, a survey - dominated design

is actually at work. In sum, the surveys- within -uses mixed design must

include some integration of evidence at the site level (again, a "site"
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can be an interorganizational arrangement, a large and complex organiza-

tion, a geographic area etc.).

The surveys - within -cases design was used in three major studies of

.
knowledge utilization. One study covered 39 commtinity mental health

centers and their utilization of new knowledge provided by an external

consultant (Larsen, in progress). Surveys were conducted of the major

participants in this process, with reference to specific knowledge

utilization events, and the investigation uncovered about 800 inter-

actions concerning the utilization of specific "pieces of information."

In the analysis phase of the investigation, the survey results were

examined across sites, so that comparisons were made among a large number

of knowledge producers (consultants) and knowledge users (staff of the

community mental health centers). However, the investigation also

collected organizational information about the 39 centers, and this infor-

mation was integrated with the survey results from each sire, so that

39 case studies could in principle have been completed.

A similar surveys - within -cases design was followed in a study of

educational networks, in which surveys of key personnel were conducted az

23 sites (Firestone, in progress). The analytic efforts also included a

cross-site aggregation of survey data and a within-site integration of

information from sources of evidence, not limited to the survey.

The surveys - within -cases design creates two key problems that must

be overcome to be successfully implemented. First, even where the

investigation is aggregating the survey evidence across sites (a step that

seems easy to do, given existing tedhniques of survey analysis), the mixed

design can lead to an unequal distribution of respondents across sites.

"Larger" sites are likely to have had more participants interviewed than
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"smaller" sites, and tke resulting aggregate evidence must compensate

for this disparity through some weighting procedure. The weighting

procedure, in turn, may cause additional difficulties not anticipated

by the investigators. Second, the survey and nonsurvey evidence, within

site, must be integrated through some formal procedure, otherwise there

will be insufficient assurances regarding the potential over- or under-

reliance on the various sources of evidence. Neither of the two above-

mentiv.ed studies had developed, at the tine of our inquiry, fully satis-

factory procedures for dealing with either of these two problems.

Another'study under review was able to address, to a large extent,

the second problem--of integrating survey and nonsurvey evidence within

site. In this study, about 90 school districts had been the subject of

various types of data collection, ranging from surveys of key participants

to field observations to case histories produced by a site documentarian"

(Louis and Rosenblum, 1981). To integrate this whole array of evidence,

the investigators created a meta-research instrument, called a Consoli-

dated Coding Form. One such form was to be completed for each of the

90 sites, by a member of the investigating team who had access to all the

sources of evidence about the site. The Consolidated Coding Form thus

served, in a way, like a case study protocol, except that the integration

of evidence had to rely on data that had already been collected. The

Consolidated Coding Form then beaame the basis for reporting both the

within -site findings and cross-site trends. Such an approach may there-

fore be regarded as but one attempt to deal with the problem of integrating

survey and nonsurvey evidence, when.the surveys-within-cases design is

used. ,
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Overall, should these two problems be surmountable in the future,

the surveys-within-cases design also offers some advantages over other

research deiigns. The surveys can become the basis for assessing the

frequency of events within a given site, while the cases can be used to

develop insights into the knowledge utilisation process at each site.

Across cases, a multiple-case replication design (see Chapter IV) can

still be used, and the entire investigation can be used to develop

analytic rather than statistical generalisebility.

Summary

Mixed designs are those in which a single investigation relies on

both the survey and case study strategies. In general, these designs

offer advantages that neither the survey alone nor the case study alone

can provide. Mixed designs can therefore be the basis for a more

thorough investigation of knowledrs utilization.

Several types of mixed designs have been identified and were used in

the studies under review. The variations cover situations in which there

is no analytically formal integration of survey and case study evidence

(the parallel and sequential designs) to situations in which such formal

integration is possible but difficult (the cases-within-surveys and

surveys-within-cases designs). Our discussion has indicated some of the

experiences that others have had t:ith these designs, including the

problems that they have encountered. Nevertheless, when properly executed,

the latter two des..ens may be far mor.. preferable than the parallel and

sequential designs, and Investigators may want to make greater use of the

preferable designs in the future.

However, the choice of the ultimite research designs is not always

under the full control of the research investigator. In fact, external
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forces nay be so strong that the final research design is highly con-

strained before the investigator has an opportunity to explore fully all

of the possible alternatives. The next chapter deals with some of these

'external forces.
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VI. PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH DESIGN

In theory, s research design should be constructed solely on the

basis of technicaliconsiderations. The preceding chapters have described

some of these considerations in studying knowledge utilisation, whether

surveys or case studies have been selected as the desired research

siaategy.

However, nontechnical considerations also can affect a research

design. These include issues of:

- Project staff skills;

- Project organization;

Resources for conducting the research; and

- The organisation and timing of reporting requirements

for communicating the research results.

In many cases, these nontechnical considerations are directly under the con-

trol of the research investigator; but in cases of "procured" or sponsored

research, an additional set of influential persons includes the staff of

the R&D- funding agency (Yin,.1980.

Our review of knowledge utilisation studies lsevealed a surprising

degree to which these nontechnical considerations could affect research

4,4,4n4. Furthermore, few persons appear to be aware of these relation-

:* v. Typically, the nontechnical considerations are viewed from a

mgagerial perspective alone, on the erroneous assumption that sanagement

choices can be sad* without affecting the technical design of a study.

The purpose of the present chapter is therefore to identify some of these

relationships, and to indicate how certain seemingly unobtrusive choices- -

whether in designing a Request for Proposals (RF?) or in planning and
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organizing the actual research project--can actually have a large impact

on the research design of a study. Because this type of information has

not been well-documented within the formal reports of research investi-

gations, much of the evidence for this chapter comes from two supple-

mentary sources that were .examined as part of our study: interviews with

principal investigators and analyses of RFPs or other research solici-

tations that led to a knowledge utilization study.

Protect Staff Skills

The training, experience, and qualifications of a project staff will

affect all asper*s of a research project. Not surprisingly, the

identity of the key investigators is a key variable in the consideration

of research awards, whether such awards are grants or contracts.

Where research solicitations attempt to specify the desired qualifi-

cations of the key project staff, attention is typically giien to

substantive skills. For instance, some RIPs give generil descriptions of

the types of research experiences that might be relevant:

. . To plan, conduct, and complete this study [of federal
and state dissemination strategies] successfully, offerors
will have to provide staff who, together, have technical
expertise and knowledge in the areas of diffusion, program
evaluation, research design, instrument development, field
data collection, statistics and sampling. Offerors are also
encouraged to supplement their staffs with persons who have
done similar work in disciplines outside of education (e.g.,
sociology, anthropology, social psychology, political
science, communications). . . . The proposed project
director should have expertise in planning and managing
evaluation studies. (RIP 0E-78-100)

Similarly, unsolicited proposals will *mph; a the previous experience of

the proposed investigators, in relation. to la :Was proposed for further

investigation.
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This emphasis tends to underplay the methodological training of

the proposed investigators. Although every investigator may hove an

ability to deal with a wide range of research methods, most investigators

Will have been trained in academic departments with dominant method-

ological leanings. For instance, sociologists trained at the University

of Michigan, especially with exposure to research projects at the Institute

for Social Research, will tend to be best acquainted with survey methods as

the primary means of gathering evidence. These methodological proclivities

are not necessarily related to specific academic disciplines. In addition,

the proclivities may change over time at the same academic department, so

it becomes important to know when someone studied at a particular depart-

ment, and not just where he or she studied.

This methodological dominsnce will mean that, ceteris paribus, an

Investigator will favor dtg.ferent t. -es of evidence in designing a knowl-

edge utilization study. As indicated previously in Chapters III, IV, and

V, Ois orientation is therefore likely to lead to the selection of some

designs and not others. Among the studies under review, an expected

observation was the finding that those trained previously in surveys

tended to use surveys in their investigations, whereas those trained in

case studies tended to use case studies.

The obvious effect of an investigator's methodological orientation

need not be bels,,,red. The salient point for this report, however, is

that such methodological orientations are rarely identified as an explicit

component in judging an investigator's qualifications for conducting

knowledge utilisation research. Whereas an investigstor will therefore
V

be selected to participate in a research project on the basis of sub-
41,

St*DtiVe experiences and knowledge, it fact the choice will also

7i
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(mmknowinS21) affect the research design because the investigator will

also have a particular methodological orientation. In this manner, the

selection of. project staff will affect the research design of the

ensuing project.

This same principle may be extended to the identity of the specific

research organizations and academic departments that are to be the

grantee institutions (or contractors) for a given study. Some institu-

tions may have a normative preference for c4.rtain kinds of methodological

approaches, and the research team may be responsive to such norms. Many

organizations and departments, of course, can support the full variety

of methodological approaches, so that this institutional factor, while

relevant, probably has only a minor effect on the research design in most

it 4
cases.

Project Organization

The traditional research project may be considerea unified research

team, usually composed of fewer than three or four individuals, working

collaboratively on the entire project.

Several of the knowledge utilization efforts under review, however,

were sufficiently large that a more differentiated organizational pattern

WOO needed. Under these conditions, research teams had at least three

choices, all of which were found among the studies reviewed. The first

pattern was to emulate the traditional research project, even though the

research team might have been composed of five, six, or even more members.

This pattern called for intensive interactions among the members of the

team, including weekly meetings and-daily working relationships; all

members shared equally among the various research tasks.
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The second pattern was to decentralize the staff into several com-

ponents, with various subgroups- -e.g., two or three persons--responsible

For various facets of the research project. This pattern allowed for

come functional and methodological specialization among the facets, ind

was more likely to satisfy professional needs for individual recognition,

in contrast to the first pattern (in which no single member specializes

on any given topic or methodology).

The third pattern was an extension of the second, but involved the

use of multiple organizations- -e.g., subcontractors. Under this pattern,

the components of the research project were likely to assume the nature

of "substudies," with an independent research objective, design, and data

collection effort of their own. The original research project could lose

its own technical coherence and identity, becoming instead an administra-

tive and managerial unit for integrating the substudies.

None of these patterns is necessarily the correct or desi7ed pattern

for all knowledge utilization studies. However, each pattern is likely

to favor a particular research design. For example, the more decentralized

patterns are clearly likely to result in the use of one of the mixed

designs--the parallel design - -when both case studies and surveys are to be

conducted. Solicitations that (knowingly or uakuowingly) encourage the

creation of managerial substudies and independent research teams within

the same investigation are therefore favoring parallel designs. Similarly,

solicitations that attempt to reduce time gaps by calling for case studies

to be completed while the project team awaits field clearance for its

surveys may be indirectly favoring sequential designs.

As another example, one of the underlying principles revealed in the

previous chapters has been the degree ;ea which a knowledge utilization
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study integrated information from knowledge producers and users. When

either the second or third decentralised -vatterns of project

organisation' are used, the result is likely to be a design in which

different aspects of the knowledge utilisation process are initially

examined separately. Different efforts will be mounted to investigate

the role of knowledge users, the role of knowledge producers, the role of

intermediaries (if any), and the type of knowledge being utilised (e.g.,

Louis and Rosenblum, 1981; taandall, in progress; and Doctors et al.,

1979). The project may ultimately draw together the lessons from these

separate components, but the initial fragmentation can potentially lead

to incompatible terminologies and research operations, making the final

synthesis more difficult. In any case, the disparate efforts are not

likely to reflect a singular research design.

Once again, although the nature of a project's organisation can

affect the research design in this manner, the nature of the organization

Is oaten dictated by nontechnical factors and the overall level of

resources. in addition, it should be noted that the type of project

organisation is not necessarily controlled entirely by the research team,

as certain preconditions may have been implied in the original research

solicitation or M.

AvanstuEzEJ2?Ama4miSktlimmuLdi

The overall level of resources availsble to do a study will also

affect the research design, especially if the study is supposed to cover

minimum number of sites or data points. The lower the resources in

relation to the number of sites or data points, the more the study will

be limited to survey designs. This is ifecause surveys can be used to
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cover the necessary sites or data points, even if the evidence is some-

what superficial. In extreme cases, the surveys can use low -cost mailing

or telephone techniques of data collection. By comparison, even though

"mini -case studies" can be designed at low cost, the travel expenses

general required to conduct case studies will still mean that the survey

method will yield a higher number of sites or data points. Finally, as

pointed out in Chapter V, mixed designs are likely to require the

greatest investment of resources.

The level of resources available can affect the research design in

another way. To the extent that the resources dictate the use of less

experienced research personnel for conducting fieldwork, any case studies

are likely to be problematic, and some type of survey design may be wore

preferable. Thus, the wholistic case study design especially requires the

use of experienced and senior investigators, who often spend considerable

time at a site (e.g., Min et al., 1979). Moreover, the wholistic design

may exist as part of a mixed design--e.g., the ceses.within-surveys design.

In contrast, when a case study design is not implemented by experienced

field investigators, the pursuit of new leads in the field as well as the

final assembling of the case report say be problematic.

As a further note, this. difference between experienced and 'sits

experienced investigators in collecting field evidence is in fact a more

general difference between survey and experimental investigations on the

one hand and case studies on the other (Yin, 1931b), In the first two

research strategies, data collection is but conducted when the investi-

gator has a minimum of individual discretion--e.g., the ideal survey

interviewer will follow a strict protocol for giving instructions and

eliciting responses. In the case study strategy, however, a fieldworker
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must have a full understanding of the substance of the investigation,

so that discretion can be exercised intelligently and systematically,

to take advantage of new information that may arise during the data

collection effort.

The Organisation and Timing of Reports

In traditional research projects, there may be little correspondence

between the organization and timing of final reports -- typically taking the

form of journal articlesand the way is which the research was organised.

The more experienced research investigators maintain a stream of publi-

cations that draw from various research projects, many of which may have

been completed awhile ago. To this extent, the reports clearly follow

the conduct of the research, and the reports do not affect the research

design.

However, most knowledge utilisation studies result in one or more

reports about the research, with some reports being prOduced before the

research is completed. This emphasis is often the result of a need to

show interim progress on a lengthy studyp.or possibly to serve the early

information requirements of a particular audience. Under these condi-

tions, two types of interim reports may be prepared. The first is a full

progress report, capturing the complexity of a research project and

touching upon likely trends and patterns, but in a manner dictated by

actual events (and actual progress). The second is truncated progress

replrt, based mainly on the completion of a specific data collection

effort or the work of a substudy component. In this latter situation,

the reporting requirements may have the effect of fragmenting the research

design.
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For instance, in a study using a mdzed design, if separate interim

reports are required for covering the results of a survey and the results

. of a set of case studies, this is more likely to lead to the isse of the

Parallel design, so that the research team has a higher chance of nom?

plying with the interim reporting requirements. Sven though a later

requirement may specify the integration of the survey and we study

evidence, the integrative effort may only be mounted later in the study,

rather than being an integral part of the original design. In se:%-.1

of the knowledge utilization studies under review, this type of fragmented

reporting structure was typically required by an R&D-finding agency that

had "contracted" for the research.

In contrast, where investigations were based on the awarding of

research grants (e.g., Larsen, in progress), progress reports were

frequent but vholistic. In addition, the principal investigator

repeatedly used oral briefings to keep the R&D-funding agency apprised

of the project's progress. This integrative reporting 'requirement,

however, meant that the technical coherence of the project's overall

resLerch design could be maintained. All sources of evidence were used

to arrive at major conclusi4as, throughout the effort; and the final

report was but the culmination of this process, and not based on a

special integration of findings occurring at the end of the project

only.

Summary

This chapter has suggested that four types of project management

issues can affect the research design of a knowledge utilisation study:

project staff skills, project organizatjon, the resources available, and
#

the organization and timing of reporting requirements.
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Inmost cases, the decisions about these managerial aspects of con-

ducting research have not been explicitly linked with the potential

effects on a research design. In fact, project management issues are

usually decided according to a managerial perspective that is disassociated

from the technical design process, and the potential relationships between

project management and research design are not likely to be appreciated.

To gain a fuller insight into the possible strength of this relation -

shi?, one may consider the reverse order of decisionmaking. Normally, the

project management issues are settled first, either because of the con-

straints of the MID- funding agency's resources or because of certain

decisions in designing research solicitations. However, the research

design could alternatively be stipulated first. If it were, the project

management factors would in turn be dictated by the research design, but

would likely entail a much wider variance than Re-funding agencies or

research organizations might tolerate. Because project management issues

must therefore be settled first in most cases, the dec4sions do affect

the research design, and the purpose of this chapter has been to suggest

some of the ways in which these effects have occurred in knowledge

utilization studies.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT QUALITATIVE RESEARCH DESIGNS

Our stlidy has used the knowledge utilization process to illustrate

the problem of designing qualitative research. Four major aspects of

research design have been considered:

- The problem of defining the topic to be studied;

- Designs that are dominant when survey methods are used;

- Designs that are dominant when case study methods are

used; and

- Mixed designs, in which surveys and case studies are

used in a complementary manner.

As a result, our study has identified a number of research designs that

have been used in 32 previous investigations of knowledge utilization,

covering a range of urban services and policy applications.

What was most revealing was that there seem to be a limited number

of designs. The 32 previous investigations produced a uniform pattern,

regardless of the specific service being examined. Our guess is that

future investigations may also be limited to these designs and that the

major contribution of our own study will have been to begin the codifi-

cation of qualitative research designs.

Our study also indicated a few ways in which project management

choices can influence the design of a qualitative research study. In

particular, project staff skills, project organization, the level of

resources, and the nature of reporting requirements can all affect the

research design of a study, even though these management aspects are

generally considered independently of the technical design of a
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study. In some situations, the project management factors will affect

whether surveys or case studies are likely to be chosen as the major

strategy for collecting data; in other situations, the project manage-

ment factors can affect the degree of coherence or fragmentation in the

overall research design.

These general findings provide a framework for categorizing and

analyzing qualitative research designs. Such an effort has been rarely

attempted in the past, and the study's findings can therefore assist

research investigators and R&D-funding agencies in designing future

qualitative research. As a descriptive effort, the findings hopefully

serve a useful purpose already.

The purpose of the present chapter, however, is to explore beyond

the descriptive stage, and to speculate *bout the potential implications

of our findings. In particular, we would like to consider whether the

findings can truly be generalized beyond the topic of knowledge utiliza-

tion, and whether the findings lead to any suggestions for intervening

in the design process--a step that assumes some understanding of the

causal links in the design process. These topics are discussed in the

remainder of this final chapter.

The Generalizabilitv of the Findings,

The search process described in Chapter II led to the identification

of numerous empirical studies, each appearing at first to be a study of

the knowledge utilization process. After further examinee 1, only abut

half of the studies actually satisfied our definition of the knowledge

utilization process- -i.e., that an Investigation had to be concerned

with the communication of.knowledge from one party (a knowledge producer)

to Another party (a knowledge user). The nonqualifying studies
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emphasised some related topic--e.g., diffusion, organizational change,

RAD management, or networkingand Chapter II showed how these related

topics could be considered one context for knowledge utilization research.

Our search process was exhaustive and extensive. Numerous printed

and personal sources were consulted. Thus, we believe that the studies

ultimately identified as knowledge utilization studies do represent the

overwhelming majority of studies on this topic. To this extent, we

believe our findings to be fully applicable to the problem of designing

research on knowledge utilization. However, the initial purpose of this

report was to deal with the problem of designing qualitative research in

general, and not just to limit our findings to the topic of knowledge

utilization. To what extent has this )roader purpose been served?

A quick perusal of other qualitative research topics--e.g., program

management, neighborhood development, family or cultural interactions- -

suggests that the essential design characteristics identified in this

report are applicable to these other topics as well, with one possible

exception. The potential match is good because both surveys and case

studies appear to be the dominant research strategies for studying these

other topics in qualitative research, and the subcategories of designs

(e.g., the wholistic case study vs. the embedded case study) seem to

characterize these other topics as well. Some translation may be reeled

for the survo designs, where various population groups (depending upon

the topic being studied) would have to be substituted for our use of

"knowledge producers" and "knowledge users." Nevertheless, the findings

regarding the advantages of surveys--to establish the degree of prevalence

of a phenomenon and to determine, under certain conditions, the per

ceptions and attitudes of the human participants in a complex process--
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appear applicable to other qualitative research topics, and n't just

knowledge utilisation.

The single exception may have to do with a third research strategy

for dealing with qualitative research, but that was not dominant in

studying the topic of knowledge utilisation: the. analysis of documentary

and archival records (e.g., Webb at al., 1966). These records, such as

census tract data or other municipal and governmental data files, are

often directly relevant to the investigation of a qualitative research

topic. In some studies, the records may be the sole source of evidence,

and this has become especially true with the development of the subfield

"quantitative history," whose techniques are aimed solely at the analysis

of archival records. However, these records are not a significant part

of the knowledge utilisation process, and the perti...nt research designs

for using such records wo-- therefore ignored in our report. To this

extent, our rendition of research designs for qualitative research is

incomplete, and some topic in which these kinds of documentary and

archival records have been prominent ought to be one of the priorities

for extending the present work. To our knowledge, although some attention

has been riven to data collection techniques in using archival records

(e.g., Cochran, Gordon, and Krause, 1980), no attempts have been made to

determine whether unique research designs are also involved.

In spite of the void regarding this third research strategy, the

findings in the present report may still provide the basis for further

elaboration of qualitative research designs. Further corroboration con-

cerning the importance of mixed (survey and case study) designs would be

especially critical. The more robust finding, that such mixed designs

were the most desirable for other qualitative research topics besides
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knowledge utilisation, would assist in developing a design-counterpart

to the survey-case study complementarity that is already Imo= about

data collection.

Thus, for data collection, the existing eItdence strongly suggests

that survey and case study techniques can play complementary roles in

defining terms, testing potential instruments, and assessing quantita-

tive and qualitative factors (e.g., Sieber, 1973). For design, our

tentative findings regarding the ability of surveys and case studies to

address different types of research questions may be regarded as a

countertheme to the more traditional interpretation, in Which surveys

and case studies are considered to be competing strategies for addressing

tha sane res2arch questions. Our claim would be that any qualitative

research topic Will involve questions of prevalence and questions of

causal links, and that the survey is the better technology for addressing

the former while the case study is the better technology for the latter.

In this way, we view surveys pnd case studies as complementary, and not

competing strategies, and this conclusion deserves further corroboration.

Ways of intervening in the Design Process

Any lessons about research designs for qualitative research would

not be helpful unless they suggested ways for intervening in the design

process --and thus to improve future research designs. Are such inter-

ventions possible?

Clearly, the greatest burden must lie with the research investigator.

If designs are to be improved in the future, research investigators must

first be trained to understand the potential variations, and then know

bow to select the most feasible and efOctive design, given the nature
.

of the research questions. To date, documentation about qualitative
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research designs has been sparse, and investigators have not been exposed

to the possibility that such options might exist in the first place. A

major breakthrough, suggested by the present report, is simply that

qualitative research may have its own set of formal designs, different

in nature but similar in purpose to those used in experimental and quasi-

experimental research. However, much further corroboration is needed

before research investigators can have at their disposal a ready catalog

of designs, similar to those available in experimental or quasi-

experimental research (e.g., Campbell and Stanley, 1963).

For this reason, the potency of another source of intervention should

also be explored. This source has to do with the role of R&D-funding

agencies. Our report has already suggested that such agencies play an

implicit role in designing research on knowledge utilization, as a result

of the content of research solicitations and RFPs (see Chapter VI). If

project management factors can affect research designs, and if R&D-funding

agencies have control over project management factors, the agencies can

clearly exert some influence over the desi-n of qualitative research.

Because few investigators would be willing to allow R&D-funding agencies

to design their research directly, the use of project management factors

as a point of leverage may even be more potent and attractive.

Chapter VI has already pointed out the various ways in which project

management can affect research design. An important further step would

be to corroborate these findings with some topic other than knowledge

utilization, and then to develop some general guidelines for R &D- funding

agencies. Such a point of intervention may be more effective, in the

short run, in producing improved designs for qualitative research.

I.
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